Barbie Extra Doll #3 in Pink Fluffy Coat with Pet Unicorn-Pig,
Extra-Long Crimped Hair, Including Candy Bar Clutch & Gummy Bear
Ring, Multiple Flexible Joints, Gift for Kids 3 Years Old & Up
Review-2021

When it comes to fashion, Barbie Extra dolls have a 'more is more' attitude, featuring 15 pieces that
include clothing and fashion accessories, as well as a pet and pet accessories
Barbie doll's hairstyle goes big with extra-long crimped hair streaked with pink and styled with space
buns and hair pins
A fun and playful look showcases her confident style with a sparkly top and star-print pants layered
with a bright pink, extra-fluffy coat
Barbie doll's accessories -a candy bar clutch, gummy bear ring, lots of silver jewelry, pearl-accented
sunglasses and winged boots -add personal expression and unexpected moments of storytelling fun
The pet pig figure is oh-so-EXTRA, too, with a removable unicorn horn and wings, cloud bed and
playful expression
Kids 3 to 9 years old can collect these dolls, discover Barbie and play out stories of confidence and
self-expression!Barbie Is So Extra!
Each Barbie Extra doll rocks their own unique style that's playful and over-the-top. Their fashions
are fierce, their hairstyles are major, even their pets are oh-so EXTRA!

When it comes to fashion, Barbie Extra has a â€˜more is moreâ€™ attitude, featuring 15 pieces that
include clothing and fashion accessories, as well as a pet and pet accessories.
Over-the-top attention to detail means head-to-toe fashion fun -- big hair, statement jewelry and lots
of layering help to engage kids in style and storytelling exploration.
Barbie Extra dolls stand out with bright colors and bold pieces -- like this dollâ€™s furry coat,
shimmery top and layered necklaces. Plus, with 11 â€œjoints,â€• these posable, articulated dolls
are ready to capture the moment and strike a pose.
Be Extra with Barbie!
Inspiring kids to go big and be bold, Barbie Extra dolls make a great gift for kids 3 to 9 years old -they can collect them all for even more possibilities. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code,
discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for
money.

